Sharebot on Tour 2015

Nibionno (Lecco) – 15.09.2015

Sharebot on Tour 2015 officially starts Tuesday September 22nd. This season tour will travel around
Europe (throught 4 main events in less than 25 days and a lot of minor appointments). These are
the 4 main faires and events where it will be possibile to see Sharebot 3D printers in action:





Euromold - Dusseldorf / September 22nd-25th
TCT Show - Birmingham / September 30th -October 1st
Maker Faire Berlin / October 3rd-4th
Maker Faire Roma / October 16th-18th .

Tour
Sharebot will take all around Europe the entire range of its 3D printer today in production:
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Sharebot NG – the most common italian 3D printer with FFF technology, available in a mono or
double extuder mode; Sharebot Kiwi-3D – the perfect tool for everyone who wants to become
member of the digital fabrication community, available both in assembly kit or already assembled;
Sharebot XXL – the professional, big size 3D printer; Sharebot Voyager – a professional working
tool with DLP technology capable of high resolution and dedicated to the dental and jewellery field.
In every Sharebot on Tour 2015 event it will be possibile to see the Sharebot SnowWhite candidate
release, the first low-cost DLS (Direct Laser Sintering) 3D printer with powders sintering in hot
chamber.
The big news badged Sharebot that it's going to be presented during the tour is the Andromeda
project. The company will release more details about it after September 22nd.
As usual, Sharebot activated a tour-dedicated website where each one can interact with the
company during the various events. The webisite address is: sharebotontour2015.sharebot.it.
The website can be used to explore all the products on show (3D printers and the exclusive fully
italian Sharebot filaments) and to post pictures or comments using the official campaign hashtag
#sharebotontour2015, which can be viewed on Instagram, Facebook and Twitter.

Who we are
Sharebot is a young firm focused on the realization of 3D printers, an innovative start-up with the
goal of producing and developing new technology for the 3D printing world. The mission is to be
able to create new and ready-to-use 3D printers. The company has more than 60 resellers in more
than 10 European countries and wants to offer the best working tools to small and medium-sized
enterprises.
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